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The Holistic Alternative to Scientific Medi~ine. 
History and Analysis 

howard s berliner and j warr~n salmon 
The resurgence ofihe hol;;tic health movement in the_ US in the 1~70s can_in p~rl b~_~ttribute1 to increas~ng, 

consumer dissatisfaction with thepresent system of medical care delivery. This article traces .the nse and dee/me 
of modern medicine and the concept of public health by analysing the assumption of hegemony by scientific 
medicine and its practitioners. Then it describes the challenges that holistic medicine's theories and therapies cur 
rently pose to scientific medicine's organisational form and practical content. Holistic medicine is assessed in 
terms of its organisational and conceptual basis, and the relationship -between. h_o.'.'stic medfcine and the needs 

~ of advanced capihrlis,· society is discussed. The, article is reprinted in a slightly edited form from the International 
Journal pf Health Services, JO: 1, 1980. · . I' 

IN an era of concern over the costs of medical care and· and indµstrialists, · a source of losses, a limitation to expansion, a 
dis~y in the health-care delivery system, the rise of, a weapon of-bureaucratic controlthat it was no longer willing to tolerate, 
countertendencv centering on a quest for health deserves and this class was-quite naturally with-its press .and deputies, its 

-., .1 material, moral, and political resources behind those who showed that 
attention. A resurgence in the healing arts, manifested the scientific foundations of quarantine-were naught, and who anyhow 
through a diverse collection of "holistic health practices;' is were usually sons of this class. Contagionism would, through its 
underway in the United States and Western Europe (1). associations with the old bureaucratic powers, be suspect to all li~ls, 
Movements and theories such as humanistic medicine, trying to reduce state-interference to a minimum. Anticontagiom~ts 

were thus not simply scientists, they were reformers, fighting for the transpersonal psychology, parapsychology, folk medicine,· freedom -of the individual and commerce against the shackles of 
herbalism, nutritionaltherapies, homeopathy, yoga, massage, despotism and-reaction, · · 
mediation, and the martial arts have spread widely over the The high point of anticontagionism occured just before the 
last five years (see for example, reference 2-6)~ (See also political revolutions of 1848. It lost its strength in the wake 
reference 7 and 8). of the subsequent reaction, while contagionism remained 
To grasp the complexity of the emergence of this move- dominant untiU its reformation into germ theory in the 1870s. 

ment as a social phenomenon today, it is necessary to explore The leaders of the contagionist movement, primarily high 
the historical and theoretical dimensions of both the holistic ranking royal military or naval physicians, were politically 
tradition itself as well as the tradition to which i! is now in unified. The anticontagionists were split between liberals and 
opposition. We begin 'by describing how the rise of scien- radicals. 'Opposing quarantine and state bureaucracy, the. 
tific medicine in the late "19th century led to the demise of liberals favoured sanitary reform by cleaning up filth, puri 
a'prior holistic understanding of health and medicine. Next., fying drining water, and controlling refuse disposal.as solu 
we relate the re-emergence of holistic health thought to the tions to disease eradication. This.position attributed disease: 
broader economic crisis that currently confronts to a primarily biological condition: the miasma. The radicals 
technologically based forms of medicine, as well as to the instead saw disease (andthe.miasma) as arising from broader 
inability of Western medicine to adequately address the social conditions: the poverty, filth, malnutrition, and 
health problems of advanced societies (see refs 9, 10, 11). oppression bred by nascent capitalism. The liberal position, 

d Th d th R f C tali typified in Britain by Edwin Chadwick's report of 1842, 
Me ical · · eories an. e ise O 

· api sm recommended environmental and sanitary reforms that left 
. In early to mid-19th century Europe, two different theories untouched the production system and its social relations 
arose to explain the nature of origin of disease. The first, (13-lS). On the other hand, the radical position, as typified 
known as contagionism, postulated that some diseate were by Friedrich Engels's The Condition of the Working Class 
contagious, spreading via commerce and population migra- in England in 1844 (16), fully implicated the developing 
tion, the strategic consequence was the quarantine, and the capitalist system and its class relations for disease, as well 
system of quarantine enforcement was intended to shut down as for the class-related incidence and. distribution of 
commerce and trade to keep disease away from non-infected morbidity (17). 
areas. The second theory, known as ·anticontagionism, In France and Germany, radical anticoniagionists formu 
postulated that disease instead resulted from local sources lated "social medicine", the core of which maintained that 
and arouse out of "miasmas" -clouds of rotting matter and resistance to disease was not purely biological but depended 
filth activated by certain meteorological conditions. The prac- on class and social position (18, 19). This orientation implied 
tical outcome of this story was to leave ports and commerce that the human body could resist or become more susceptible 
alone, and to eliminate filth and swamps in the disease-laden to disease, and that prevention of disease was possible 

;:,, areas. What makes these previous medical theories of more through adjustments or.change in the social structure. Thu·s, 
/than marginal interest is their direct association with distinct in reporting on a typhus epidemic in 1948, Rudolf Virchow, 

---~ political perspectives. As Ackerknecht point out (12):. asocialmedicinephysican(andfounder.ofpathologyinhis. 
Contagionism was not a mere theoretical or even medical problem, later years), called for measures such as free public education, 

Contagionism had found its material expression in the· quarantines separation of church and state, higher wages, progressive tax and tMeir bureaucracy, and the whole discussion was. thus never a 
discussion on contagion alone, but. always on contagion and quaran- ation, cultural autonomy for national minorities, agricultural 
tines.~ Quarantines meant, to the rapidly. growing class of merchants collectives/and full employment (20), With the defeat '?f the 
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revolutions of 1848 in Europe, social medicine was virtually 
obliterated. As the anticontagionists. lost power and prestige, 
contagieniss= was revived' as the leading medical theory. 
Nevertheless, anticontagionism had lefts its mark, and the 

movement of sanitary reform went forward from England 
to other European countries and America. Between the 1ate"- 
1840s and the 1880s, centralised water supplies, sewage 
systems, ventilated housing, and improvements in factory 
construction were all introduced (21). Health standards began 
to improve. Better transportation between town· and country 
enabled larger quantities of fresh food to reach people. Im 
proved standards of living resulted from successful efforts 
to gain higher wages and from the general deflation in 
Europe due to lower production costs (22). Death rates began 
to plummet. Not ony did sanitary reform improve health 
status, but it had secondasy benefits for capital as well, Cen 
tralised water supplies, · for Instance, removed locational 
dependence upon rivers, fostering industrialisation. More 
over, water supplies allowed for the design of effective fire 
fighting techniques that could reduce the unplanned destruc-. 
tion of capital and lower fire insurance costs. The sanitary 
movement also assisted in the creation of new industries such 
as refuse disposal; by the end of the 19th century, trash had . 
become private property-and was collected only when one 
paid (23). That sanitary reform was controlled by the 
bourgeoisie meant that it emphasised benefits to capital more 
than to other social' groups. Although far removed from 
revolutionary class· struggles, it was nonetheless progressive. 
WhHe the sanitary revolution, as it is called, was pro-' 

ceeding, medical theory was being greatly influenced by 
technical developments which allowed th·e visualisation of 
bacteria. The germ theory of disease emerged in France and 
Germany during the 1870sand 1880sand became the means 
for constructing new conceptions of disease and health 
conceptions that are still maintained with slight alterations 
today under the rubric of "scientific medicine!'(22) 

Germ theory and the theory of specific etiology (single 
cause of disease) served as the basis for a total transforma 
tion of medicine. When germ theory produced its first prac 
tical success (vaccines. for cholera, rabies, diphtheria, an 
thrax), popular acclaim mounted. As these discoveries were 
being· made, death rates throughout Europe were falling 
dramatically, te an extent that was publicly noticeable: Yet, 
ironically, this decline in death rates was erroneously attri 
buted to germ theory advances, rather than to the sanitary 
reforms and higher living standards that had actually caused 
the decline. Studies of death rates for virtually all infectious 
diseases show them d~clining precipitously after the intro 
duction of sanitary measures, and well before specific 
therapeutic Interventionsoccurred (2S) •. Nevertheless, scien 
tific medicine took the credit, The end result was the reifica 
tion of germ theory, which came to be employed as a total 

. expansion, rather than as a theory thai could explain some 
things-but not everythlng--about disease. Environmental 
and so~ial factors were no longer considered very relevant 
to the understanding or causation of disease. 

· Implications ~f the Imposition of Germ Theory 
Gem theory and the concept of specific etiology were 

tremendously progressive steps for the development of' 
medicine, Al tho ugh scientists ~t the time exaggerated the Im- 

60 

portance of specific etiology and neglected much previous 
knowledge about infectious diseases, the importance of these. 
·advances cannot be doubr~.f!. Germ theory was deeply in 
fluenced by the social context in which it developed. The 
growing strength of the labour movement in Europe, as well 
as in America, had helped to focus attention on health 
hazards-in the ·workplace, but germ theory's placement of 
blame for most sickness and disease on microorganisms --::. , 
served to exculpate industry for responsibility. Scientific y,;_ ... 
medicine, as opposed to the social medicine of the 1840s ~-?'~ 
tended to focus ort the blological problems of the individual 
in order to, understand and treat most diseases, The diagnosis 
of illaess was made 0.1 an individual, basis and treatment or 
therapy was ,also lnc";ividuaHy prescribed. · ""'--..-,.. 
There are serious problems with this approach, which still 

dominates contemporary medicine. The physician deals with 
an individual patient (already a socially determined pt~s) 
(27). The patient is not an abstract being, but of a certain 
age, sex, race, and clsss, and has Internalised a specific 
historical! experience from.childhood to adulthood (28, 29). 
The taking of a purely medical history individuates the 
patient; however the disease or injury from which the patient 
is suffering is received as part of a collective experience in 
a particular historical, cultural, and social: setting. These 
latter circumstances are as much a part of the cause, and 
should be part of the treatment, as are purely medical facts. 
(The medical facts themselves are social-historical facts.) 
Thus the essence of scientific medicine's treatment of disease 
discourages a proper understanding of disease by excluding 
from eonslderatlon the most relevant int~nalisation of the 
external world by the patient. As Warto'fsky (30) puts it: 
"Human ontology cannot be reduced to an asocial or 
ahistorical biology without doing violence to the very 
specificity of human biological structure and function itself;' 
By abstracting disease from its social framework and 

reducing It to the biological sphere, social conditions could 
be and~ere ignored. Scientific medicine became consistent 
with, and indeed legitimated, capitalist development by inte 
grating a model of healing with the social structure; in so f 

doing, scientific medicine has obscured the relationship --: 
between disease and the form of social development. Today 
heart disease, cancer, and auto accidents are posited as 
"diseases of civilisation!'(31). They are conceived of as 
necessary consequence 'of economic .growth and Indus 
trialism, when it is uncertain that this is so (32). 
The greatest decline.in the death rate has come from the 

reduction in infant mortality, attributable mostly to 'public 
_health measures and not to medlcal advances. Life expec- 
tancy has Increased in the United States only when the reduc- _., 
tion of infant mortality is Included-in the statistics-in other 
words, a man of 60 in 1900 had virtualty'the same remaining 
life expectancy as a man of 60 today (33). Despite the fact 
the expenditures for medical care now constitute almost· 10 
per cent of the .. Gross National Product in the UnltedStates 
and are growing at a rate almost twice that of the rest of 
the economy, it is. not at aU dear tha,t health is Improving. 
Medicine is largely ineffective against the leading causes of \~, ~~ 
death for those under 4S (accident, suicide, and' homicide) 
as well as those over 4S (heart. disease, cancer, and' stroke) 
not so much because the biological.origin (if any) of these 
problems is misunderstood as that th.cir social aspects have 
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been relatively unexplored and unincorprated into medical are In some sense so complicated and so multi factorial, as the term 1 

practice, · goes, that they have something to do with thestress .and pace .of· 
Success in finding specific causative agents for infectious modern living-that we can't do anything about them until society: 

itself is remade .. , ,f simply can't take that point of view verv · 
diseases led to a particular unqc;rstanding of causation: the seriously-not as long as we are as ignorant about the mechanisms 
view that a specific; biological agent was responsible for a of those diseases as we.are. We really don't·know anything at a dog's 
specific disease, This assumption remains at the heart of level about the mechanism of heart' disease, or cancer, or stroke, or 
modern epidemiology, even for the study of chronic diseases; rheumatoid arthritis. We can make up stories about them and'.it could' 

K.- -~ • Epidemiological research, especially after World War II be,.I suppose, that they do have multiple causes, and are due to things 
~- we canit control in the environment. lf;that's true=dfthat should turn 

in the United States and Europe, has attempted to Iink social out to be true-that would be quite a piece of news .. Because it has 
and economic factors to morbidity and mortality distribu- never happened before. Every disease that we do not. know about, 
-tlon, Social epidemiology, as this type of reserach is called, and for which we have really settled the issue, so that we can either 
received emphasis during·the War on Poverty programmes turn it off, .switch if offor prevent it once and for all=-every such, 
f. 'h disease turns out to be a disease in which there is one central 

---..-:5-:0 -i e early 1960s and, at the· same :tim_e, gave some scientific mechanism .... In the case of pneumonia, it's the pncumonococcus, 
· justification for their inauguration and continuance (34, 35). and in the case of tuberculosis, it's the tubercule bacillus, and in · 

Studies 'indlcated differences in occurrence, severity, and pelh:gra, it's a single vitamin deficiency,. and I have a hanch, of course, 
le~~': of specific illnessesbased upon a person's income, I can't prove it, that it will turn out to be .that way for cancer. 
rac~age,, and especially class. While these findings become For all the billions that have gene into cancer research, 
widely accepted within t_he discipline of epidemiology, they no single etiological agent has been found. But the WHO 
never had a substantial Impact'on medical education. (In fact, claims that 80-90 per cent of all cincer is environmental or 
most health workers, including physicans, are not taught occupational in origin, hence preventable in some way (38). 
epidemiology), Y~t,. just associating a relationship between Although there are constant pronouncemnts on the cause 
social characterstics, disease incidence, and health status does of heart disease (e.g. highfat diet, excessive sodium intake), 

· not fully explain the totality of that relationship, To the extent . none appears to be specifically responsible, The most fruitful 
that social epidemiology was coptent to remain on a descrip- approach to the control of heart disease may be the altera 
tive level, it became merely a form of demography (36). While tion of the social environment (i.e. stress reduction) (39). 
social epidemiology allows for the use of "multifactorial" Suicide and homicide are obviously not amenable to blo 
explanations for disease occurrence; it still tends to rely upon logical answers, despite the protestations of the socio- 

. a notion of specific etiology and sees social and economic _biologists (40). 
~- - · factors as contributive rather than causative. Therefore, the present understanding of medicine and 

The search for a specific cause tends to preclude a disease spread is most'valuable for infectious diseases-ones 
thorough and exact analysis of the particular societal con- that have largely been brought under control'in the advanced 
text. This problem can be illustrated by the relation between capitalist world. For diseases that are not infectious; there 
smoking and lung cancer. While smoking is clearly related does not seem to be specific etiology, ora single cure; it is 
to lung cancer and people who smoke are far more suscep- thes_e diseases that constitute most of. the morbidity and 
tible, there is no known agent transmitted from the cigarette mortality in the United States: · · 
into the. lungs which can be said to specifically cause the P~pular Disaffection 'th· Sc' t'f' · M d' · · · 
d. I b · · d b . . . . 1. 1 WI . . 1en 1 1c e 1c1ne isease, t cannot · e mamtame . y remammg wlthin accept- · 
able grounds of epidemiological thought that cigarette smok- It is through the study of chronic diseases, the so-called 

·" ~- ing causes 'cancer; although a high correlation between 'diseases of civilisation, that one confronts the ineffectiveness 
;...... smoking and lung. cancer incidence exists. In other words, of scientific medicine. It was not until the discovery of sulpha · 

where causality is multiple and/or approximate, no firm con- drugs and antibiotics in the 1930s and 1940s that modern 
clusions can be drawn that are generally acceptable within medicine could intervene in the disease process ina specific, 
the scientific community. · way with a relatively guaranteed reslllt (excluding surgery, 

If this is true of cigarette smoking, where die effects are of course). However, this seeming success with infectious 
relatively apparent, image the difficulty iil trying to establish. disease . both increased the expectation of medicine's 
the causative nature uf industrial pollutants, occupational capabilities and,. at the same time, wreaked havoc with the 
chemicals, or excessive noise-all of which clearly fall outside demographic profile .of the Western world by increasing 
tl:te notio!1 of cause that is accepted by classical epidemiology. longevity. 'Thus, millions of cases of chronic degenerative 
Consider the difficulty in firmly es.tablishing the causative disease resulted ;in people who would not previously have 
nature of specific social, economic or political factors, given lived past childhpod. · 

+. th~s~ limit~tions! T?e _met~od~lo~ical emphasis on deter- · Since the 1960s, a growing dis;ffection regarding medicine 
- · ,- mmmg a ~hrec~ causative lmk l!m1ts t?e study .of many of · has been noticeable. There are several compounding facets 

the.more p~essmg pr?bl~ms o_f dlnt;ss m advanced Western, to this: (a) doubts regarding the value of a medicine which . 
7 so_cietr by .i~s reducuomst o_r1ent~t1on: Moreover, research prolongs life to' old age, but often in hospital or nursing home· 
.l • sc~enti_sts, as opposed !o ep1demi~log1sts, often try not to settings and in a manner which tends to deprive people of ·· 

_. ~· th_mk i~ terms of multiple causat10n .. T~e following quote their human dignity; (b) ethical questions arising froni the 
(cite~ m_ refer$!nce 37, ~ 29) from Lew.is_ Thomas, M.D;,. inequitable access to an'd allocation of extremely scarce 
president of t~e !"f e~o~ial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center medical resources, e g, artificaf organs, dialysis machines, 
m New York, 1s indicative: and certain surgical procedures; (c) an awareness that modern 

It has become something of a popular notion io say that the diseases medicine has been unable to cure and reduce the number of 
we are left with, now ihat we have got iid of the major infections, · ~ases of certain diseases, despite the large sums .of mo.ney 
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spent on research; (d) the realisation that much disease results mounting evidence that much disease, especially heart disease 
directly from the degradation of the physical environment, and cancer, results from· the degradation of the physical and 
the workplace, and the individual, coupled with a sense that social environment. Air and wale; pollution, radiation 
medicine does not adequately address prevention 011 either exposure, and additives to food substances have all been 
the social or the individual level; and (ejthe explosion in implicatedinthediseaseprocessandclearlymustbcaddres- 
the costs of the provision.of medical care to individuals, the sed if social prevention strategies are desired. Further, 
gevernment, and employers. This section will expand on·these occupationat stress ar{d health hazards in the workplace 
points'and relate them to an explanation of the rise of holistic reveal additional social origins of disease (38, 46-49). Millions 
medicin~ in, the. 1970s. ·· • . of workers have been exposed to chemicals whose long-term "..,.,.'0}; 

While there has been ri.latively little change in life expec- effects on he~lth were pr~viously considered Inconsequential 
tanc:y rates for those already over 50 in the United State since (or in some case known to be hazardous but used anyway), 

,. the ,tum of the-century, there has been a significant increase Greatly increased cancer death rates among certain categories 
in the number of people, and the percentage of the popula- of workers will emerge over the next two decades. Moreover, 
tion, ,Jiving to an older age. In 1900 there were only_3.l million the degradation of the individua'1 citizen through lack'-0f -~ - 
people 6S yeai;.s, and older, but by 197S there were 22.4 million, exerci~ inadequate or inapprQp1fate diet, heightened anxiety • 
whh a ,population projection of 3.18 million aged by the year · and chronic sociat stress, and other aspects of alienation ft9~ 
2P8(J:-perhaps a conservative estimate (33). This will create . labour and llfe adversely affect health status ,indicato·r~.fod 
a .pool: of largely unemployed elderly, dependent on a social." drlve up the utilisation of health services. What is of special" 
securlty system-warcked with financial dliemmas artd· a importanceabout all these factors.isthat, by definition, they 
pi'iv?,te pension system .unable to maintain parity' with are preventable, Yet,. medicine, medical research, and the 
i1Jflation. Needless to say, the economic plight of the elderly medical care system continue ,to ignore the possibility of 
a~versely affects their health stauts, Given that the elqerly prevention by not addressing the ·social occupational, and 
consume more health resources than other segments of the. . environmental origins., of our current disease structure. 
population, this demographic change implies greatly expan- Each of the above points. has an underlying economic 
ded' medlcal care. costs. Currently, 68 per cent of the care aspect. The cost explosion in medical' care today has 
f()rtheageddsfinancedbypublicmoniesthroughlegislatively established cost containment as the overriding priority in 
gnaranteed benefit packages (41). Medicare has continually most decisions. With ,the US economy facing severe problems 
had the most inflationary outlays due. to current hospital of inflation and [nterrnittent recession, both corporations 
behaviour and failings in the largely proprietary nursing (who purchase the bulk' of heallh insurance for their 
home industry. It is not difficult to grasp why the issue of employees) and the . Federal Government (which funds 
passive and active euthanasis is now under discussion and services for the poor and aged) are calling into question the 
why a concern over dignity in dying (and even a life after amount of money being spent on medical care services (50). 
death) is being promoted in this decade (42, 43). The cost of medical' care and other associated health services 

A somewhat related problem: stems from the ethics of (such as environmental and workplace clean-up require- 
allocating scarce medical resources in a demoractic society. men ts) has increased at an exponentlut rate over the last three 
~s sophisticated medical technology becomes evermore ex- decades, making the health sector a leading growth industry. 

"pensive, the ,question of how to decide who should have From the 'corporate perspective, these health benefit costs 
access to that technology and on what basis allocative might have their own justification if the pr:esent array of 
decisions should be made pose a series of:critical' 'bioethical services returned an even larger increase in the labour force 
i,sues. A whole set o.f · dilemmas have arisen to .further productivity via imprpved heath. But the past two decades - /: 
complicate this problem. For example, in the United States have brought significant change in health status, despite this ··~ 
tpday all people with kidney disease can get their treatment escalation of expenditure. Complicating this pFoblems. is the 
reimbursed through the• end-stage and Fenal dialysis pro- fact that.the majqr portion ofhealth·expenditures flows.out 
gramme .of Medic.are,. yet· ,poor women 'have been denied· of the· corporate sector and State into the hands of profes- 
a.ccess to legal abortions through Medicaid. sionals and hospitals. Thus health care expenditure appear 
A thi_rd facet of,the .growing dissatisfaction with medicine unequivocally as a major factor limiting capitalaccumula- 

cpmes 'from the ·ineffectiveness of medical research in tion, and a corporate strategy to reduce inflation in health 
adequately answering tire-most pressing disease problems costs is currently becoming evident :(S1'). Repl'acement of 
tpday. Results of a curative nature from cancer and heart costly, high-technology medicine with '.cheaper, non- 

_qisease reseijrch have been· negligible, 'let alone significant technological therapies is a major redirection advocated by 
i'1 alleviating these problems. While there have been advances pi:oliferating, medicoll-cai;e evaluation studies (S2, 53). 
qn an individual' clinical level {44), .the morbidity-mor_tality Corporations. have developed an interest in holistic health 
data demonstrate how limited these have ·been. In the face as Forbes magazine notl!s, "because it emphasises more 
of a population apparentl.y n·ot getting healthier, palliative money-saving prevention and patient responsibility.'{54) .. 
ttierapies abound for .a wide gamut of . current disease In addition, to the extent .that the pFOvision of success fut: , 
cpnditions. For example, the huge consumption of psycho- medical care has become a source.of legitimacy in advanced ,.,_~ 
active drugs in the United States has been given: wide capitalism, increasing popular dissatisfaction with curFent , · · '::,. -1 
atteµtion. One can only speculate .on tht numbeFs ofpeQple . medicat: practice will become a chief focus of the State (It 
who use some form of medication or drug (e:g. alcoh:ol) to has become clear for instance; that right-wing,political.groups 
get them ,through the day (45). have latched on to the public disaffections with medicine 

Another facet of th~ overall problem results f(om the through the promotion of anti-abortion crusades, laetrile 

JI 
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legalisation campaigns, etc), an agency of the US Congress on the safety and efficacy of 
Alli of these .problems have led to a beightened' concern . · 17 common medical practices (52). The-implication of this 

with health in recant years. The holistic healtb mov~!J!~nt orientation is apparent: if scientific medicine were to subject 
has. arisen fo part out of this concern and in .part has 1hel,1>ed its~lho,the same rigorous testing that it demands for holistic 
to generate it. medicine, ma~y of its forms of intervention would not fare 

• • · too well either! One may conclude that science, as we 
Holistic Health Movement presently know it, is Insufficlently 'developed ,to properly 

There are problems in defining the holistic hea'1tb move- understand the interactions of body, mind, and'. spirit over 
~ - - ,,. ment beyona grouping together all practi_tioners who ,place the course of the disease process. At the same time, this line I <.;,:;,.,__ 

themselves against or outside the mainstream of modern of reasoning should not suggest immediate acceptance of 
medicine. Further,itisdifficulttodistillcoinmonalities.from holistic medicine and its various therapies without some 
the potpurri of aiternative therapies, since such a: diversity preof of efficacy. 

• has been 'linked as a movement by its, organisational , 'By concentrating on individuals and'tailoring therapies to 
~d\focates (1,57-59). · · individual needs and desire, holistic medicine achieves a: great 

'the positivehealth orientation of1holistic therapyihas two d_egree of client satisfaction. 1Jnterpersonal sensiti_vity and 
separate components. The first is the perceptlon Of health responsiveness to patient's needs ans values which are 
as a;"~lue in and of itself; the second is the notion of health generally eperatlenallsed'In the hollsjlc practitioner-patient 
as a~l'llXis-the active participation of the indlvidual in the interface; Since the ,patient is held ,(esponsible for his/her 
ongoing maintenanceof his/her ownhelth, Holistic therapies · ownhealtb (and~in many cases, the results of,therapy), people 
also assume a unity between mind, body, and spirit, the are loathe to blame failure of the invervention or the therapy 
major implication of which·is that illness is regarded, as more · itself. Rather, it is usually assumed ,that the ,patient has not 
,than just physical disease and is assumed to have causes ~nd' tried hard enough; "ifs not the time yet:• on that the search 
dimensions beyond the purely biological. The separation, of. must continue for ,tl,e real'. root-cause of the illness. Often, 
mind and body has long been a philosophical issue' in the power ofsuggestlon and' belief plays a dominant rote in 
Western thought, and the elimination on downplaying of the · t,herapy. For the most part, then ,practitioners of holistic 
mind as, a component of.the disease process has been con- 'medlcine tend to generate loyal followings for their particular: 
sidered as of the cardinal success, of scientific medicine. -'Fhe : theory and. therapy among ,their clientele, In an era of 
critique of the mind-body; duality and the reintroduction of : growing disenchantment with modem medicine, one ,finds 

, ~ elements of .spirtuality in holistic medicine form a strong in holistic therapy a popular modality'upon which ,to center 
,- . \. counter to the crude materialism .of scientific medicine in one's hope .for alleviation, if not elimination, of a plaguing 

its narrow emphasis. on what it takes to be the physical and health problem. It is less invasive and dangerousthan scien 
biologica.11 source of disease. tific medicine; it tends to use natural or symbolically ritual: 
Tl.le holistic health movement has philosophically set itself medicines or drugs; and because it employs. more intimate 

in direct opposition to some of the basic tenets of scientific forms of treatment such as touching, holistic medicine is 
medicine. The ,potential power of the "mind" over the .usually enjoyable and pleasant .. 
"body" is being tested in the treatment of various diseases As public support wavers. for 'the scientific establishment, 
as practices such as meditation, biofeedback, autogenlc train" various forms of holistic health care are generating atten 
ing, and hypnosis become quite popular. The exploration of tion and hope from both those suffering from maladies and, 

. ,psychic phenomenon (e.g. clairvoyance, telepathy, pre- those wishingto grow in· new dimensions oftheir lives. Never 
'. -., cognition, psy~hokinesis, and extrasensc;,ry·perception)may theless one finds in the holistic health movement many of 

;:... encourage a new understanding of pathophysiology and' the same: organisationa1hndsocial patterns that predominate 
ongoing health mai~tenance; Other practices ·(such as yoga in the present health care systl!m: solo; fee0foi,service entre 
and the various forms of martial.arts),are promoted' 2' aids prene,_urial practice; knowledge or skiHi sold to '!consumers" 
in forming an integrated view -of the individual's health and in commodity forms elitist and. sexist '.behaviour on the par:t 
a greater consciousness of health. · onhe practitioners; a concentration of availability of services , 
Although it is challenging the7taboos of scientific medicine, · to middle-class, white people able ,to play; anda:clear separa- . 

holistic medicine 1has ,not yet established ·itself as scientific. . tion between practitioners and those who ar,e served. Most 
Holistic therapies primarily have relied upon anecdotal practices also tend to be focussed .on, the individual, as in 
evidence, with '\proof" of efficacy to be found' in, individual scienti,fic medicine. and' lack virtually any focuss onthe;larger 
testimony •. Since scientific theory prides itself on repeatability social' grouping. 
and universality medicine orientations easily fall prey fo, In the midst ofthe gr,owing narcissism in the United States 
charges of quackery and 1hucksterism. Several factors, ,today, holistic health practices are being ,explored as part of 

;,. however, complicate the picture. For one thing, a number of strivings toward self-gr:owth and self-actualisation (60). Jin 
· scientifically established medical procedures and1 therapies addition, some corportions are beginning to, seek increased 

-·-!!ave been' found in many cases to be no more effective than employmee productivity ,by offering ,training in, practices su~h 
_treatment by a placebo. 1nis applies not only to, certain drugs, as mediation for strtss reduction (61-63)~ While taking a 

__ •. ,)but also to various surgical and medical-treatments. Indeed, positive step by including the mind as a causative as welll as 
· - - -. -- sev.eral recent Government reports have criticised the scien- a healing agent, most holistic practices continue to ,exclude 

-tific medical establishment for choosing many of its prac- the external social world from ,their attempts. at healing, 
tices more ,by intuition than by science or study. Most notable failing to proyide strategies for changing economic and social' 
is ihe recent survey by the Office of Technology Assessment, relations; Some practices are serving to further commodify .. . . ·. 
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~lienation "pc~sonal" problems arc temporarily relieved as 
a particular practice tends to adjust the individual to the 
society from ,~hich the pathology has arisen. Thus, this 
adjus,tment of the individual may become a prominent 
tendency (64). . · . 

Most holistic practices contain heavy doses of mysticism 
and charismatic elitism. Their Eastern (and precapitalist) 
origi,n often. results in "an authoritarian elitism that has taken 
inter:esting'."7"and-disturbing-forms as these age-old prac- . 
tices' have been transplanted into America. The most glow 
ing c!eficiencies ofholistic practices, as they currently exist, 
arise out of their intense individualism and limited notion 
of totality.·Most assume that they are totalistic by stressing 
the unity 9f the body, mind; and spirit. However, this ignores 
the larger social world outside the body from which much 
of disease orlglnates. Meditation, fpr instance, can relieve 
the effects of stress on an individual;but it does not remove 
the stress source. When-o'ne stops meditating, the social stress 
is still there. A readily apparent weakness of many of the 

· holistic medicine practices is-that they ignore politics, dcclin- · 
ing to connect.disease to existing social relations. When these· 
connections are made, the problem is often defined in terms 
'so general=ethe West:' "modern soclety't--as to suggest that 
the only'sensible course is exclusive concentration on healing 
the individual in a chaotic and brutal world. The philo 
sophical thrust of holistic medicine assumes emotional and 
spiritua,l dimenslons of the 'i.!1dividual transcending the 
physical. body. Yet even this expansion still centers on the 
internal dynamics of the individual to the exclusions of 
external. reality. This, of course, differs from the social 
medicine of the 19th -century, which defined the totality to 
include the physical and ·so~ial environment. as well as the 
human· organism. .·• 

seek out therapi~;-suggcsted by the multiplicity ~r articles in 
the popular press. Booksiorcs have been devoting higher- and 
higher percentages of shelf space to sections on health," 
psychology, and the·occu"it; manyof the ideas gleaned from 
this recent explosion In publishing are used by people as 
supplements+-it not direct alternatives-to what scientific 
medicine-oriented physicians suggest. 

. Its nontechnological nature and extreme emphasis.on indi- -~.i;;- 

vidual responsibility . for -health !ire . aspects of holistic · ,_. ::.•:J? 
medicine that imply cheaper modalities of care thanthe 
present medical 'care system offers. Those social' groups. 
advocating cost containment in helth care have an obvious 
interest, then; in the explosion, growth, and spread ofholistic, 
healtl) care. As noted· earlier, medical care inflation has been!" ..,. 
running at a rate almost twice that.of the rest of the economy, 
and the likelihood of its being slowed down clramati~a1:IY is 
quite limited i9:(he absence of majorcutbacks in care, which 

· seem politically [nfeasible 'at this time, Given this reality, there 
is a definite. political 'and economic necessity for new 
approaches io healt and health care problems, Holistic 
medicine-just may fill that need. · · · · 

. Similarly, a changing ideological focus is'belng-prcmoted 
in health today. A medical care system emphasising the indi 
vidual's role .in ' ma"intaining ··nisiher. own health and 
promoting a significnt lessening or' absenteeism among 
employees would be of considerable value to the corporate 
sector. It the infusio~. of holistic. medicine modalities into 
the workplace could keep people on. the job and improve.their ~ .--.?;, 
individual productivity by making .them either objectivity 
healthier or at least believing theyarehealthier; it wouldserv~ 
to address one of the most pressing .problems in Afu'erlca 
today (a's defined by co·rporations): low productivity due to 
worker ·alienation. Th~s holistic medicine co~id be -of great . 
utility to our'present .malfunctiohing .system bf e5!~>nomic 

·.production~ .. - . 1:i·•:.. .• .. 
Various. holistic medicine therapies are rapidly oecoming Finally, if holistic' medicine should succeed in giving people 

populat alternatives to scientific medicine. In just a few years, a sense of caring for. themselves and'ibeirig the decision 
holistic medicine has been able to achieve significant public making subject in their lives rather,:thah just an object; if . 
support in the Western. world, as welfas the nascent supp~rt it should succeed in promoting dramatic changes· in current·,- 'f 
of both.corporations and the Federal Government. It is unhealthy lifestyles; it if does provide a more m~aningful :;S 
imperative that health policy analysts and health practitioners · justification for livin·g i~ a r-elatively unpleasant world; then 
understand the· nature an a content of holistic meciicine and it-most certai11ly. will be utilised by greater numbers.of people 
the social dyn_amics out of which it arises. in our society. Yet, by achieving such results, holistic meclicine·: 
That holistic medicine poses challenges to the hegemony · may then become a part·of corporate arid state strategies for 

of scientific medicine cannot be denied. One example is the cost constainment in health care. Also holistic medicine could 
pressure for the National Cancer 'Institute in the United' easily. be formulated into a social ·mechanism for allaying· 
States to hold controlled clinical trials to test· the alleged criticism of present inadequacies i.n health care d~livery and 
efficacy of laetrile in cancer treatment. Some 17 state the social production of"disease (66).. . ·. 
legislatures have legalised the prescription and sale of lac-. . \'fe have attempted to ·demonstrate that the resurgence of 
trile_ within their borders, a decision made in spite of the the holistic health movement in this decade .is no social··· · 
al~ost un~nimous OPJ:!Ositio!1 of the ·medical prof~~sion. . accident, but clearly arose in response to degenerative soc.ial ·. 
CJi~ropract1c theraP.Y now receives reimbursement from. and psychological conditions of the day. Holisti5! therapies 
s~eral.Medic?id plans _and from Medicare. Court cases regar- arc addressing some of the crises that .have been cr-eated by 

_ ding. t~e. rights of people to choose a holistic therapy (i.e, . the ongoing demise of scientific medicine. It should be0noted 
nutritional therapy or laetrile) against the wishes of t-beir that ·scientific medicine is far from dead at the moment ~· 
physicians, who. advocate either chemotherapy or some however, and may, witl,1. some propitious discoveries, r~gai~ ;: :..__ 

. invasive treatment, have been heard with mixed.results to date its hegemony. At the same time,we have tried,to indicate that·-- "''"""' 
(see, for example, refernce 65)·. It seems apparent, -though. holistic medicine, tQ the extent that it focuses· solely on the, 
that many more such issues will be fought out in the legal . individual and ignores political arid social dimensions, is not - 
arena. Meanwhile, a groundswell of investigi!,tion'into alter- the entire answer for health either. Nevertheless, holistic 
nativ~s to scientific medicine has been occurri~g ~s patients . medicine is an up-and-coming social inove~ent gaining wide · 

. . 
Conclusions 

·"-.. 

--J. 
... " ·- 
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p~pular support, and as such, demands attention· from all 
health workers amt policy analysts (67-69). This attention 
should, hopefully,.be directed toward uniting people in the 
transformation of jheir social conditions necessary for 
improved health. (70). 
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